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the fact that these IV-curves are given by nonlinear, implicit equations. Various refined techniques have been developed, reviewed in Ref., 14 requiring full IV-curve data in the majority of cases. In some approaches, 8, 9, 15 the parameters are directly calculated using only selected data points. However, these methods necessitate the knowledge of slopes at shortcircuit current 8, 9 and at open-circuit voltage, 15 an information that is usually not provided by the manufacturer. In case of the single-diode model, methods to determine the model parameters from the limited information provided by manufacturer's data sheets have already been developed, 16, 17 but require the solution of high-dimensional nonlinear equation systems. Here, we focus our investigations on the doublediode model, since for conventional silicon cells, it provides better accuracy in fitting measured data, especially in the vicinity of the maximum power point. 18, 19 A first scheme for the double diode parameter extraction relying solely on data points available from cell data sheets (short circuit current, open circuit voltage, current and voltage at maximum power point) was presented by Ref.
, 11 but suffers from some impracticalities and incompleteness of the analysis. We reduce the two-dimensional equation system of 11 to a single equation and can thus specify what is possible to gain from the limited informations of the data sheet with certainty and where approximations become necessary. We present different methods to extract the double diode model parameter set from the key data points and show that for present day high-quality cells the reliability of the newly derived extraction schemes surpasses the approach of.
11
The paper is organized as follows: First, the double-diode model is recapitulated and the equations derived from the data sheet values are solved. Then, approximations are presented which allow to uniquely determine the double-diode parameters. In the next sections, the methods are illustrated in a case study and tested for further real cells with known double-diode parameters under varying temperature and illumination conditions and for numerically generated parameter sets. Conclusive remarks and acknowledgments complete the contribution.
| DOUBLE-DIODE EQUATION
In Figure 1 , the equivalent circuit of the double-diode model is shown. From Kirchhoff's nodal rule, the basic equation relating the cell's output current I and voltage V is given by where I ph denotes the photo current, I s 1 and n 1 stand for the saturation current and ideality factor of the first diode, I s 2 and n 2 stand for the saturation current and ideality factor of the second diode, R s and R sh account for serial and parallel resistances, and V T is the thermal voltage defined as V T = k B T∕e where k B is the Boltzmann constant (≈ 1.38 × 10 −19 J/K), e is the elementary charge (≈ 1.6 × 10 −19 C), and T is the p-n junction's absolute temperature. The first diode models the diffusion current and the second diode takes recombination currents into account. Thus, according to Shockley's diffusion theory, 20, 21 we can set the ideality factors n 1 = 1 and n 2 = 2 in Equation (1) . The possibility of directly relating physical processes inside the cell and corresponding efficiency loss mechanisms with model parameters is another reason for choosing the more elaborate double-diode model instead of the single-diode model. The remaining five parameters (R s ,R sh ,I ph ,I s 1 ,I s 2 ) shall now be recovered from data sheet information only, that is, from short-circuit current (I sc ), open-circuit voltage (V oc ) and current and voltage at maximum power point (I m and V m ). These parameters fulfill Equation (1) such that from which we can evaluate where
Thus, using equations (2-4), three of the five parameters have been eliminated and I ph , I s 1 , and I s 2 can be expressed as functions of R s and R sh . From P = I ⋅ V, the derivative of I(V) at the maximum power point (MPP) can be deduced yielding the fourth condition contained in the data sheet values 17) is a function of R s only which also holds for I s 1 , I s 2 , and I ph if R sh is inserted. Thus, as to be expected, four of the five unknown parameters are determined by the conditions imposed by Equations (2-4) and Equation 13 .
To delimit the possible range of the remaining free parameter R s additional physical constraints can be exploited. Diode saturation currents and ohmic resistances have positive values. Thus, the zeros of R sh , I s 2 , and I s 1 (being functions of R s ) have to be determined.
We start with I s 2 and search for a root in the interval R s ∈ [0,(V oc − V m )∕I m ]. The choice of the upper bound can be argued from where the first inequality is derived from Equation 14 recognizing that D is a positive number. The second inequality holds since the tangent of I(V) at V oc is steeper than the secant intersecting (V m ,I m ) and (V oc ,0). The obtained root constitutes an upper limit R upp s for R s since I s 2 becomes negative when R s is further increased. Alternatively, the case I s 2 = 0 can be seen as switching to the single-diode model (with diode ideality factor n = 1) whose R s must be larger than the serial resistance of the double-diode model to result in the same circuit parameters (V oc ,I sc ,V m ,I m ).
Since I s 1 monotonously increases for R s ∈ [0,R upp s ] checking the sign of I s 1 (0) is sufficient to ensure the positivity of I s 1 . Only if I s 1 (0) < 0 a root exists which has to be determined numerically yielding a lower limit R low s for R s , otherwise R low s = 0.
In most cases, I s 1 does not supply a lower limit different from zero. A restriction coming into effect more frequently is provided by the shunt resistance's positivity. The sign change of R sh does not happen continuously but at a pole of R sh . Therefore, the root of the inverse 1/R sh has to be determined For reasons that will be explained in more detail in chapter 1, we will also investigate the parameter set arising from the lowest possible serial resistance which will consequently be called R It is worth noting that the determination of the double diode parameters using Equation 28 gives the same numerical values as the method of, 11 but the algorithm of the present work differs in various aspects. In, 11 R sh is not explicitly expressed as function of R s from Equation (16), but a two-dimensional equation system for R sh and R s consisting of Equations (16) and (28) is solved with the Newton-Raphson method. Finding convergent initial values for both R sh and R s is therefore essential and requires some effort and case distinctions. We prefer the single equation for R s whose roots are restricted to a finite range by physical considerations and can then determined by bracketing procedures (eg, bisection or Brent's method).
The authors of 11 also use the approximation Determining a unique value of R s relied on demanding the approximate condition Equation (28) to be exactly fulfilled. In what follows, we will refer to this approach as 1/R sh -method. One may assume that other approximate conditions can also be used to determine R s . We therefore consider the following: In the double-diode model as described by Equation (1), the IV-curve I(V) and its derivative I ′ (V) are monotonously decreasing. Thus, the slope of a secant is bounded by the slope of the tangents at its intersection points, that is, for
In the nearly linear regime of the IV-curve around V = 0 we can approximate
Although this approximation is usually very well fulfilled for all R s ∈ [R low s , R upp s ], it turns out that reaching an exact equality is often impossible. However, exchanging I ph in the denominator of the left hand side with I sc results in a solvable condition for R s within the physically allowed range which we denote 2tangs-method.
Using Equation (14) the derivatives are explicitly given by
(31)
(32)
Inserting these expressions into Equation (33) It has to be noted that different approximations involving the derivative of the IV-curve, for example simply equating the slope of the secant with the slope of the IV-curve at V = 0, are conceivable, but condition Equation (33) yielded the best results when testing the algorithms.
| CASE STUDY
To illustrate and compare the parameter extraction schemes, we apply them to the S'tile sunrays quarter cell, a 39 × 156 mm2 multicrystalline silicon PV cell. The IV-curve consisting of about 60 points (see Figure 2 ) was recorded under standard testing conditions (STC, cell temperature of 25 ∘ C
and an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 with an air mass 1.5 spectrum) and has been kindly provided by the S'tile company, Poitiers, France. From the full curve we can extract the double diode parameters by a Levenberg-Marquart fit. All data points are equally weighted in the fit routine since their measurement uncertainties can be assumed to be of the same order of magnitude. The optimal parameter set is thus determined by minimizing the quadratic distances of the theory curve to the measured data points. The normalized root mean square error percentage (nRMSE [%] ) is given by where N is the number of data points, m i are the measured values and t i the theoretically expected values. As shown in Table 1 , the double diode parameters obtained from the fit routine indeed give the lowest nRMSE. From these optimal double diode parameters, the circuit parameters (V oc ,I sc ,V m ,I m ) can be calculated and used as input for the extraction algorithms. The quality of the different extraction methods will be judged by how close each of them can reproduce the underlying "optimal" double diode parameters.
By inserting the circuit parameters (V oc ,I sc ,V m ,I m ) into Equations (26), (17) , and (5), I s 2 , I s 1 , R sh , and I ph can be expressed as functions of R s only. In Figure 3 , we display the graphs of these functions. I s 2 is plotted from zero to (V oc − V m )∕I m = 57.49 mΩ and exhibits a root at R s = 19.11 mΩ serving as upper bound R 
× 100 F I G U R E 2 IV-curve (data points + fit), circuit parameters, fill factor (FF) and efficiency (N) of the case study cell (S'tile sunrays quarter cell) at standard testing conditions (17) and (5-7). The results are listed in Table 1 .
To get the parameter set of the 1/R sh -method the root of Equation (29) . Bisection yields the root R s = 16.8 mΩ (see left panel of Figure 4 ) which fixes the rest of the parameters given in Table 1 .
For the 2tangs-method, the root of Equation (33) has to be determined. It is given by R s = 14.2 mΩ (see right panel of Figure 4 ) and the related remaining double diode parameters are listed in Table 1 .
The 1/R sh -method gives a serial resistance above R ) parameters which we denote as error E 1
Since changes in the parameters are not linearly reflected by the curve we also introduce another error measure E 2 . It is evaluated from the difference between the IV-curves calculated from the reproduced parameters (I(V)) and the full curve fit (I (full) (V)). The behavior near the maximum power point (roughly V m ± 10%) is of particular interest, for example when calculating the maximum power point for an entire module consisting of an arbitrary number of serially or parallel connected cells. We define which gives the mean relative distance between the points of the full IV-data fitted curve and the curve from the (38) reproduced parameters. For the investigated cell, the second error measure of the 2tangs-method lies one order of magnitude below the results for the R half s -and 1/R sh -method (see last row of Table 1 ).
| EVALUATION OF THE EXTRACTION SCHEMES

| Real cell data
It cannot be guaranteed that the results of the case study are representative for the majority of PV cells. To reach a more objective conclusion we use already published double-diode model parameters 10, 15, 22 to further test the algorithms. From these "official" double diode parameters, the electrical circuit parameters are deduced which serve as input for the extraction methods. The approximated double diode values are calculated and compared to the original ones. The general scheme is depicted in Figure 5 . The two error measures E 1 and E 2 defined in the previous chapter quantify the quality of the different methods. The published double diode parameters have to be taken as reference quantities p (full) i in Equation (38). The IV-curve I (full) (V) in Equation (39) is calculated from the published double diode parameters as well.
In, 10 a 2 × 2 cm2 silicon cell was investigated for different illumination levels (40%, 100%, and 140% of AM1) and temperatures (299.4•K, 317.5•K, and 330•K). The full results are given in the appendix and allow the conclusion that the qualification of an extraction method for a particular cell is not influenced by temperature or illumination conditions. In, 22 The mean values of errors E 1 and E 2 displayed in Table 2 . It can be concluded that the best parameter reproduction is achieved by the 2tangs-method. The only exception is the TL1-900-50 cell from. 15 It is therefore investigated in detail in Appendix B revealing that the double diode parameters obtained from the 2tangs-method are practically identical to the parameters of the R low s -method. In such cases, the parameters from the 2tangs-method have to be treated with care and it is recommended to switch to the R half s parameters. Despite the worse parameter reproduction, the deviation of the IV-curve (error measure E 2 ) is still below that of the 1/R sh -method. It can be assumed that the double diode parameter sets belonging to lower R s still give good IV-curves, even if the parameter guess is inaccurate. This observation motivated us to include the R low s -method in our investigations. The R low s -method requires just as much effort as the R half s -method since no fifth equation has to be solved. Obviously, it performs badly if quantified by error measure E 1 since it yields an infinite shunt resistance R sh for the majority of cells. Nevertheless, if the value of the parameters is irrelevant and if only a reliable IV-curve is required the quality of results is comparable to the 2tangs-method for our investigated cells (see Table 2 ).
| Numerically generated parameters
The number of available real cell data is limited and still rather low. A single outlier already caused a high standard deviation of the 2tangs-method's error measure E 1 (see Table 2 ). Therefore, we also generated cells numerically. Data from the real cell are used to estimate meaningful boundaries for double diode parameters of 156 × 156 mm2 cells under standard temperature and illumination conditions (see Table 3 ).
A parameter set randomly generated within these boundaries is accepted if the derived fill factor exceeds 70% as can be expected from commercially produced crystalline silicon solar cells. The corresponding circuit parameters are fed into the different parameter extraction schemes.
Histograms of the two error measures for 10 000 generated parameter sets are shown in Figures 8 and 9 . Mean value and standard deviation are listed in Table 4 .
The histograms and average performances allow no statements about the reliability of an extraction method for an actual parameter set. We therefore also provide probabilities for the error of an extraction scheme to lie below the error of the other schemes. In Table 5 we compare error measures E 1 and in Table 6 error measures E 2 . For example, the second entry in the first row of Table 5 indicates that for 9966 of the 10 000 generated double diode parameter sets the error measure E 1 of the R half s -method was smaller than the error measure E 1 of the 1/R sh -method.
It can be concluded that the low cost R half s -method already surpasses the 1/R sh -method, both for parameter (error E 1 ) and IV-curve (error E 2 ) reproduction. The reproduction quality can be further improved using the 2tangs-method which outdoes the R half s -method. It has to be noted that in the rare cases (less than 1‰) where multiple roots occurred for the 2tangs-method we took the largest one for R s . Despite the good performance of the 2tangs-method, for reproducing the original IV-curve, the R low s -method beats all the other approaches, but behaves badly as far as parameter reproduction is concerned.
From investigating both real and numerically generated cells the following observations from the case study can be confirmed: The conditions provided by the electrical circuit parameters can be used to express R sh , I ph , I s 1 , and I s 2 as functions of R s whose roots can be found numerically. Within the physically allowed range of R s thereby determined, shunt resistance and recombination current decrease with increasing R s , photo current and saturation current increase. The 2tangs-method yields a serial resistance in the lower range of the physically allowed values accompanied by high, but still realistic shunt resistance whereas the serial resistance obtained from the 1/R sh -method usually lies in the upper range of the spectrum and goes along with a lower shunt resistance. Cell design is no trivial task and not all cell parameters can be independently optimized. However, shunt resistances typically arise from the non-ideal manufacturing process and grown-in material defects, 23 rather than poor solar cell design. Therefore, the higher shunt resistances values obtained from the 2tangs-method can be assumed to be closer to the actual parameters for present-day cells.
| CONCLUSION
The present work was motivated by a straightforward task: Gaining access to the full current-voltage characteristics of a photovoltaic cell from the limited informations provided by the manufacturer's data sheet. While in case of the single diode model for photovoltaic cells a complete solution has already been published, the double diode model, which is more accurate for silicon cells, lacked a thorough analysis of this problem. After the diode ideality factors have been set to n 1 = 1 and n 2 = 2 to account for diffusion and recombination currents respectively, the double-diode model of the PV cell consists of five parameters. The cell's data sheet values V oc ,I sc ,V m , and I m yield four independent equations (three data points of the IV-curve and its derivative at MPP), thus allowing to express four of these parameters (R sh ,I ph ,I s 1 ,I s 2 ) as functions of the last (R s ). The positivity of all model parameters, which is a physical necessity, can be exploited to further delimit the possible range of the parameters.
Thus, if V oc ,I sc ,V m , and I m are known the formulas presented in this contribution give boundaries within which the double diode parameters must lie with certainty. These In the most simple approach, the remaining parameter R s is arbitrarily chosen within the physically allowed range. Alternatively, an approximate fifth condition can be demanded to hold exactly yielding a nonlinear equation for R s . The different methods are tested for cells whose double diode parameters are known, either from literature or from fits to full IV-curve data. These "approved" parameters are compared to the extracted. Two error measures have been introduced, accounting for the accuracy of either parameter or IV-curve reproduction. As benchmark for the newly introduced methods, an adapted version of an elsewhere published method relying on approximating the slope of the IV-curve at short-circuit is included in the evaluation. Taking the medium value of R s within the allowed range and calculating the other parameters already gives better results than this method for both error measures and does not require the solution of an additional equation. Its performance can be surpassed by a newly derived approach relying on approximating the slope of a secant in the vicinity of the short circuit point with the slopes of the tangents of its endpoints. In particular, for modern cells with high-quality production standards and therefore presumably high-shunt resistances accurate parameter guesses are possible and the new method provides an automated procedure for a reliable parameter extraction from cell data sheet values only.
When cells are connected to modules an exact calculation of the maximum power output requires the knowledge of the full IV-curves of the constituent single cells. The actual values of the double diode parameters are less important in this case. The parameter set gained from the lowest possible value of R s yields a further reduced curve reproduction error compared to the 2tangs-method, though it is often accompanied by an unphysical, infinite shunt resistance. Since no additional equation has to be solved, an easily implementable, fast algorithm to obtain reliable IV-curves from cell data sheet values only is achieved. 
APPENDIX B: TL1-900-50 cell parameters
The following double diode parameters are from a 3-in-diameter silicon cell labeled TL1-900-50 and measured in Ref. 15 Original and reproduced double diode parameters are listed in Table B1 . In contrast to the other investigated cells, the 2tangs-method has the largest parameter reproduction error E 1 . The value of R s found from the 2tangs-method's condition Equation (33) is de facto identical to the lowest possible value of R s . In that case, the double diode parameters obtained from the 2tangs-method have to be treated with care. However, the reproduction of the IV-curve in the vicinity of the maximum power point expressed by error measure E 2 is still more reliable than for the 1/R sh -method.
T A B L E B 1 Double diode parameters and error measures for the TL1-900-50 cell studied in 15 with T = 323.15•K and under AM1
illumination. The corresponding electrical circuit parameters fed into the algorithms are I sc = 905.8mA, V m = 414.6 mV, I m = 792. 
